
Claire has discovered that Gabe, her boyfriend, has stolen embalming fluid from her families funeral to 
concoct a toxic drug for getting high. A friend smoked the drug and dangerously O.D.’d. She confronts 
Gabe in this scene. 
 
GABE sits on a bench. CLAIRE comes up to him, infuriated. He doesn't notice. 
 
Gabe: I haven't seen you all day. 
 
Claire: How's Andy? 
 
Gabe: He's gonna be okay. 
 
Claire: What was he on? 
 
Gabe: Some weird shit. I don't really know. 
 
Claire: Because I heard he smoked a joint dipped in enbalming fluid. 
 
Gabe: I wouldn't know. 
 
Claire: (now yelling) That wouldn't be enbalming fluid that you stole from my house, right? (shoves him 
hard) What the fuck is wrong with you? Do you have any idea how much trouble this could get us in? 
(almost crying) I mean, first of all, he could've died. And my brothers could be getting a fucking phone 
call from the cops right now, and you're gonna bring this on my head? 
 
Gabe: (stands up, interrupting) Would you stop? Look, I gave Andy five or six to sell, and he fucking 
smoked them all. I am sorry that I fucked with you. But you took me down there, and I saw the stuff, 
and I just wasn't thinking. 
 
Claire: Oh, you were thinking. You were thinking about yourself! (pokes him hard in 
the chest with her pointer finger) 
 
Gabe: (gets worried) Claire, listen to me. Listen to me. Look, the cops have a videotape of me and Andy 
and Dink robbing a fucking convenience store, and now I'm worried that Andy's gonna turn me in. 
 
Claire: (backs up) Who the fuck are you? 
 
Gabe: (close to tears, gets down on his knees) Fuck! Everything I touch turns to shit! 
Everything is shit! 
 
Claire: Everybody was right about you. 
 
Gabe: You are the only good thing that I have left. Please don't give up on me. (cries) Please. (he 
reaches for her) 
 
Claire: (crying) No. 
 
She walks away. 
 


